NEARLY 22 BILLION UL MARKS APPEAR ON PRODUCTS

20,268 TYPES OF PRODUCTS WERE EVALUATED BY UL

23,612 PRODUCTS CERTIFIED FOR ENERGY STAR

90,304 PRODUCT EVALUATIONS

583,400 FOLLOW-UP SERVICES
INSPECTION VISITS WERE CONDUCTED BY UL

69,795 MANUFACTURERS PRODUCED UL CERTIFIED PRODUCTS

106 COUNTRIES WITH UL CUSTOMERS

NEARLY 700 MILLION CONSUMERS WERE REACHED WITH SAFETY MESSAGES IN ASIA, EUROPE AND NORTH AMERICA

10,715 EMPLOYEES IN THE UL FAMILY OF COMPANIES READY TO SERVE UL CUSTOMERS

152 UL LABORATORY TESTING AND CERTIFICATION FACILITIES

1,485 CURRENT STANDARDS FOR SAFETY PUBLISHED BY THE UL FAMILY OF COMPANIES

40 COUNTRIES WITH UL EMPLOYEES
Criminals of Commerce
A threat from the beginning...
A growing industry

- Global Counterfeiting: $1.75 Trillion
- Global Apparel: $3.18 Trillion
- Global IT: $3.74 Trillion
- Global Hotel & Resort: $717 Billion
- Global Pharma: $300 Billion
Every industry is affected.
Its impact is devastating.
Growing Complexity of Supply Chains
Manufacturers are once again looking for lower cost production hub.
An integrated ASEAN is an attractive alternative.
Supply chains are under pressure

- Growing globalization
- Shorter Product Life Cycles
- Increasing regulations
- Material sourcing/conflict minerals
Our free service brings thousands of suppliers together, so you get unparalleled access to technical information on raw materials.

REQUEST SAMPLES
Want hands-on experience with potential materials for your next formulated product? Use our one-click sample request.

VIEW DATA SHEETS
Need safety data and performance characteristics? MSDSs, TDSs, applications and more are a search away.

FIND STARTING FORMULATIONS
Ready to accelerate the development of a formulated product? Access 1000s of starter formulations.

SEARCH BY PROPERTY
Looking for a solid material that meets very specific criteria? Use your property search to find materials that fit your exact specifications.
Role and Risk of Electrical Energy Storage
Renewable Energy

Business Continuity

Technological Breakthroughs

Redefining Transportation
Thank You